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TITLE OF THE REVIEW

Small Class Sizes for Improving Student Achievement in Primary and Secondary Schools

BACKGROUND

The Problem

Class size is one of the most researched educational interventions in social science, yet there is no clear consensus on the effectiveness of small class sizes for improving student achievement. While one strand of class size research points to small and insignificant effects, another points to positive and significant effects.

The early meta-analysis by Glass and Smith (1979) analysed the outcomes of 77 studies including 725 comparisons between smaller and larger class sizes on student achievement. They concluded that a class size reduction had a positive effect on student achievement.

Hedges and Stock (1983) reanalysed Glass and Smith’s data using different statistical methods, but found very little difference in the average effect sizes across the two analysis methods.

However, the updated literature reviews by Hanushek (Hanushek, 1989; 1999; 2003) cast doubt on these findings. His reviews looked at 276 estimates of pupil-teacher ratios as a proxy for class size, and most of these estimates pointed to insignificant effects. Based on a vote counting method, Hanushek concluded that “there is no strong or consistent relationship between school resources and student performance” (Hanushek, 1987, p. 47).

Krueger (2003), however, points out that Hanushek relies too much on a few studies, which reported many estimates from even smaller subsamples of the same dataset. Many of the 276 estimates were from the same dataset but estimated on several smaller subsamples, and these many small sample estimates are more likely to be insignificant. The vote counting method used in Hanushek’s original literature review (Hanushek, 1989) is also criticised by Hedges, Laine, and Greenwald (1994), which offers a reanalysis of the data from Hanushek’s reviews using more sophisticated synthesis methods. Hedges et al. (1994) used a combined significance test. They tested two null hypotheses: 1) no positive relation between the resource and output and 2) no negative relation between the resource and output. The tests determine if the data are consistent with the null hypothesis in all studies or false in at least some of the studies. Further, Hedges et al. (1994) reported the median standardized regression coefficient. The conclusion is that “it shows systematic positive relations between resource inputs and school outcomes” (Hedges et al., 1994, p. 5). Hence, dependent

---

1 The inverse chi-square (Fisher) method (Hedges & Olkin, 1985)
2 The standardized regression coefficient measures the number of standard deviations of change in output that would be associated with a one standard deviation change in input.
upon which synthesis method\textsuperscript{3} is considered appropriate, conclusions based on the same evidence are quite different.

The divergent conclusions of the above-mentioned reviews are further based on non-experimental evidence, combining measurements from primary studies that have different specifications and assumptions. According to Grissmer (1999), the different specifications and assumptions, as well as the appropriateness of the specifications and assumptions, account for the inconsistency of the results of the primary studies.

The Tennessee STAR experiment provides rare evidence of the effect of class size from a randomized controlled trial (RCT). The STAR experiment was implemented in Tennessee in the 1980s, assigning kindergarten children to either normal sized classes (ca. 22 students) or small classes (ca. 15 students). The study ran for four years, until the assigned children reached third grade, but not even based on this kind of evidence do researchers agree about the conclusion.

According to Finn and Achilles (1990), Nye, Hedges, and Konstantopoulos (1999) and Krueger (1999), STAR results show that class size reduction increased student achievement. However, Hanushek (1999; 2003) questions these results because of attrition from the project, crossover between treatments, and selective test taking, which may have violated the initial randomization.

While the class size debate on what can be concluded based on the same evidence is acceptable and meaningful in the research community, it is probably of less help in guiding decision-makers and practitioners. If research is to inform practice, there must be an attempt to reach some agreement about what the research does and does not tell us about the effectiveness of interventions as well as what conclusions can be reasonably drawn from research. The researchers must reach a better understanding of questions such as: for whom does class size reduction have an effect? When does class size reduction have an effect? How small does a class have to be in order to be advantageous?

The purpose of this review is to systematically uncover relevant studies in the literature that measure the effects of class size on academic achievement. We will synthesize the effects in a transparent manner and, where possible, we will investigate the extent to which the effects differ among different groups of students such as high/low performers, high/low income families, or members of minority/non-minority groups, and whether timing, intensity, and duration have an impact on the magnitude of the effect.

\textsuperscript{3} The vote counting method did not necessarily lead to a different conclusion. It depends upon the inference procedure associated with the method (i.e., the category with the most “votes” represents the true state). The analysis in Hanushek (1989) shows that 24 (3) percent of the coefficients on expenditure were positive (negative) and significant and 46 (24) percent were positive (negative) and non-significant, implying that the typical relation is positive. Note that none of the methods used in either Hanushek (1989) or Hedges et al. (1994) combines magnitude of effect size and significance.
As it is costly to reduce class size, it is important to consider the types of students who might benefit most from smaller class sizes and to consider the timing, intensity, and duration of class size reduction as well. Smaller class size has been shown to benefit at-risk students, minority students, students living in poverty, and students who are educationally disadvantaged the most (Finn, 2002).

In the case of timing of class size reduction, the question is: when does class size reduction have the largest effect? According to Bascia and Fredua-Kwarteng (2008), researchers agree that class size reduction is most effective in the primary grades. For intensity, the question is how small does a class have to be in order to optimize the advantage? For example, large gains are attainable when class size is below 20 students (Biddle & Berliner, 2002; Finn, 2002). Finally, researchers (Biddle & Berliner, 2002; Finn, 2002; Grissmer, 1999; Nye, et al., 1999) agree that the length of the intervention is linked with sustainability of benefits.

**INTERVENTION**

It is important to distinguish between what is meant by class size and a student-teacher ratio. Class size is the number of students a teacher instructs in a classroom at a point in time. A student-teacher ratio is different because it is a school’s total student enrollment divided by the number of its full time teachers.

In this review, the intervention is class size. Studies only considering student-teacher ratio will not be eligible. Outcomes of students in small classes will be compared with outcomes of students in large classes.

**POPULATION**

The review will include children in grades kindergarten to 12 (or the equivalent in European countries) in general education. Studies that meet inclusion criteria will be accepted from all countries. In this review, we exclude children in home-school, in pre-school programs, and in special education.

**OUTCOMES**

The primary focus is on measures of academic achievement. Academic achievement outcomes include reading and mathematics. The outcomes can be measured by standardized test scores.

Secondary outcomes related to student engagement will be included to the extent they are reported in the studies.

Time points for measures considered will be:
OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this review is to evaluate current evidence on the effects of class size on student academic achievement. The aim of this review is to uncover and synthesize relevant studies in the literature that measure the effects of class size on academic achievement. Where possible, we will also investigate the extent to which the effects differ among different groups of students such as high/low performers, high/low income families, or members of minority/non-minority groups, and whether timing, intensity, and duration have an impact on the magnitude of the effect.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed project will follow standard procedures for conducting systematic reviews using meta-analysis techniques.

We will include study designs that use a well-defined control group. The study designs we will include in the review are:

- Controlled trials (all parts of the study are prospective, i.e. identification of participants, assessment of baseline, allocation to intervention, assessment of outcomes and generation of hypotheses; see Higgins & Green, 2008):
  - RCT - randomized controlled trial
  - QRCT - quasi-randomized controlled trial (i.e., participants are allocated by means such as alternate allocation, person’s birth date, the date of the week or month, or alphabetical order)
  - NRCT - non-randomized controlled trial (i.e. participants are allocated by other actions controlled by the researcher)

- Non-randomized studies (includes truly observational studies where the use of intervention has occurred in the course of usual decisions)
  - NRS - the allocation is not controlled by the researcher and there is a comparison of two or more groups of participants. Participants are allocated
by means such as time differences, location differences, decision-makers, or policy rules.

Non-randomized studies must demonstrate pre-treatment group equivalence via matching, statistical controls, or evidence of equivalence on key risk variables (e.g., parental education or socioeconomic status) and participant characteristics.
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